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Acoustic facilitation of object movement
detection during self-motion
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In humans, as well as most animal species, perception of object motion is critical to successful interaction

with the surrounding environment. Yet, as the observer also moves, the retinal projections of the various

motion components add to each other and extracting accurate object motion becomes computationally

challenging. Recent psychophysical studies have demonstrated that observers use a flow-parsing mechan-

ism to estimate and subtract self-motion from the optic flow field. We investigated whether concurrent

acoustic cues for motion can facilitate visual flow parsing, thereby enhancing the detection of moving

objects during simulated self-motion. Participants identified an object (the target) that moved either for-

ward or backward within a visual scene containing nine identical textured objects simulating forward

observer translation. We found that spatially co-localized, directionally congruent, moving auditory

stimuli enhanced object motion detection. Interestingly, subjects who performed poorly on the visual-

only task benefited more from the addition of moving auditory stimuli. When auditory stimuli were

not co-localized to the visual target, improvements in detection rates were weak. Taken together,

these results suggest that parsing object motion from self-motion-induced optic flow can operate on

multisensory object representations.

Keywords: flow parsing; visual search; multisensory perception; visual motion; auditory motion
1. INTRODUCTION
For a stationary observer, an object moving within an

otherwise still scene is uniquely identified by motion

and can be effortlessly detected no matter how many

elements the scene contains [1]. It has been suggested

that motion-responsive mechanisms filter out the static

objects, thus making detection of the unique moving

elements trivial [2]. If the background objects can be

grouped into a rigid surface defined by disparity [3] or

common motion [4], then a single moving object will

also pop out. However, from the point of view of the

visual system, static or rigid backgrounds are only an

exceptional case given that an observer’s translation and

head motion produce a complex movement pattern of

the visual field, or optic flow [5,6]. This adds remarkable

complexity when trying to single out object motion from

the dynamic scene, given that all objects move in terms of

their retinal projections. Yet perception of object motion

during self-movement in humans is both accurate and

critical to successful interaction with the environment. It

has been proposed that object motion can be parsed out

from the optic flow created by self-motion, thus allowing

a moving observer to detect a moving object. Rushton

and colleagues [7–9] have suggested a flow-parsing

mechanism that uses the brain’s sensitivity to optic flow

to separate retinal motion signals into those components
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owing to observer movement and those owing to the

movement of objects in the scene.

Previous studies addressing flow parsing have concen-

trated on the visual modality alone. Although vision is

dominant in our perception of motion, natural environ-

ments frequently provide extra-visual cues to motion,

such as the sound of a car down the street quickly

approaching us (or moving away from us). The question

addressed here is therefore whether extra-visual (in this

case, acoustic) information can complement optic flow

parsing, and hence facilitate the extraction of visual

motion from dynamic visual scenes during observer

movement. The benefits of congruent, cross-modal infor-

mation are well known—especially the enhancement of

responses to a stimulus in situations when the signal

from a single modality is weak [10–12] or when proces-

sing within one sensory system is impaired by brain

damage [13]. In the particular case of motion, strong

synergies between different sensory modalities have

been described in several recent studies. For example, in

horizontal motion, directional incongruence between

visual and auditory signals can lead to strong illusions

regarding the perceived direction of the sound (e.g.

[14–16]; see [17] for a review), whereas directional

congruence can lead to improved detection performance

(e.g. [18–20]; though Alais & Burr [19] suggest the

improvement may be statistical, rather than owing

to bimodal enhancement). Appropriately timed static

sounds can drive the perceived direction of an ambiguous

visual apparent-motion stimulus [21]. Speed of motion is

subject to similar phenomena, given that sounds will
This journal is q 2011 The Royal Society
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appear to move faster (or slower) depending on the

velocity of concurrent visual stimuli [22].

Directly relevant to the present question, several

previous studies have shown that cross-modal directional

congruency effects can be observed in motion along the

depth plane. For example, auditory looming has been

shown to speed up the detection of looming visual signals

[23]. In studies using motion after-effects in the depth

plane [24,25], adaptation to looming (or receding)

visual stimuli produced an after-effect in the reverse

direction for subsequently presented sounds. When

using directionally incongruent audio-visual adaptors,

the after-effect is consistent with the direction of the

visual adaptor. The phenomenology of these findings

suggests that the interaction between visual and auditory

motion signals can express at rather early levels of proces-

sing. Indeed, recent studies using fMRI have revealed that

cross-modal motion congruency effects are reflected in a

complex network of brain structures, including uni-

sensory motion processing areas as well as areas of

multisensory convergence [26,27]. In particular, illusory

reversals of sound direction (induced by directional

incongruence between auditory and visual motion) were

correlated with a deactivation of auditory motion areas

(the auditory motion complex, AMC) and an enhance-

ment of activity in the cortical areas responsive to visual

motion. Furthermore, in the same study it was shown

that, just prior to trials leading to illusory sound motion

percepts, activity in the ventral intraparietal area (VIP;

an area of multi-sensory convergence that contains spatial

representations) was stronger than in identical trials that

resulted in veridical perception of sound direction [26].

We used a visual search paradigm [28–32] that

has been previously used to test optic flow parsing

[1–3,7,33–35]. Several recent findings attest to the

potential of cross-modal enhancement by sounds to

improve visual selective attention in search tasks

[36,37]. For example, Van der Burg et al. [36] showed

that sounds temporally coincident with an irrelevant

colour change in visual targets dramatically improved

search times in a difficult search task. In fact, a difficult

visual search task that led to serial search patterns in the

absence of sounds reflected nearly flat search slopes

when a sound was synchronized to target colour changes.

Interestingly, when the sound was paired with a visual

distractor colour change instead, the search became

more difficult. These demonstrations, together with the

strong cross-modal synergies in motion processing

described above, highlight the possibility that acoustic

motion could help parse out object motion from optic

flow in dynamic visual displays.

Note, however, that none of the previous studies

addressing cross-modal enhancement in visual search

has, to our knowledge, involved dynamic scenes.

Moreover, paradigms where perceptual load is high (i.e.

when the matching between sound and visual events

must be extracted from complex, dynamically changing

events) have typically failed to demonstrate cross-modal

enhancement in search tasks [38,39].

It is therefore uncertain whether the visual motion pro-

cesses leading to parsing out object motion from optic flow

produced by the observer’s movement can benefit from

cross-modal synergies. Here, we address this question

empirically. We compared performance on a task of
Proc. R. Soc. B
object movement detection during self-motion when

paired with a static or moving auditory cue to determine

whether cross-modal motion congruency enhances visual

selection. Our results show that while auditory stimuli

not co-localized with the visual target impart only a small

benefit to detection rates, the presentation of a moving,

co-localized auditory cue provides a significant gain.
2. METHODS
(a) Subjects

All participants (n ¼ 18, eight males; age range: 19–29,

mean: 22) performed the visual task, and each was tested

with either the non-co-localized (n ¼ 10) or co-localized

(n ¼ 10) auditory condition. Two of the participants, includ-

ing F.J.C. (an author), performed both auditory conditions,

and all except F.J.C. were naive to the purposes of the

experiment.

(b) Apparatus

Participants viewed the visual display from a distance of

60 cm, with head position fixed by a chin and forehead

rest. Stimuli were displayed on a 2300 Apple Cinema Display

and were generated in MATLAB using Psychophysical Toolbox

[40,41] and OpenGL libraries. Suprathreshold auditory cues

were presented with Bose QC-1 QuietComfort acoustic noise

cancelling headphones. We used a Minolta LS-100 for moni-

tor luminance calibration, and a Scantek Castle GA-824

Smart Sensor SLM for acoustic calibration.

(c) Stimulus

Participants viewed nine textured spheres distributed within

a simulated virtual environment of size 25 � 25 � 60 cm

(figure 1a), projected onto an Apple Cinema Display. Stimuli

were viewed binocularly, but contained no stereo cues, such

that visual motion in depth was determined only by looming

motion. To avoid overlapping spheres, the viewable area was

divided into nine equally sized wedges in the frontoparallel

plane, and one object was placed into each wedge with a ran-

domly chosen eccentricity. Objects were located randomly in

simulated depth between 25 and 35 cm, and had a mean

diameter of 1.58 (deg of visual angle) at the start of the stimu-

lus, with a mean luminance of 28 cd m–2 on a background of

luminance 0.3 cd m–2. A red fixation mark was placed at the

centre of the display and subjects were instructed to maintain

fixation throughout the testing block.

Forward observer motion was simulated towards the fix-

ation mark for 1 s. Except where noted, the observer

motion was a forward translation of 3 cm s–1 (thus inducing

a corresponding expansion of objects that were stationary

within the scene). One of the nine objects (the target) was

assigned an independent motion vector, moving either for-

ward or backward at 2, 4, 6 or 8 cm s–1 with respect to the

rest of the scene (figure 1b). The target’s visible motion

was the sum of its own motion vector and the induced

motion caused by the simulated translation of the observer.

At the end of the motion, the screen was cleared for

250 ms before all objects reappeared at their final locations,

but projected into a single depth plane so that all were a con-

stant size. Four objects (the target and three other randomly

selected spheres) were shown with labels (marked with

numerals, 1–4) and observers were asked to report which

of the four was the one that had been moving within the

scene (and not solely because of the observer translation).

Since the labels appeared only after the end of the trial,

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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Figure 1. (a) Stimulus display during simulated forward translation (motion vectors indicated by arrows) with one object
moving independently within the scene (indicated by a bold arrow). (b) Zenithal view of the stimulus layout. As the observer
(triangle) moves forward (3 cm s21), the target (black circle) moves either forward or backward within the scene (white circles).

(c) Amplitude envelope of the auditory cues in the visual-only (top), auditory-static (middle) and auditory-moving (bottom) cases.
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Figure 2. Performance on the visual-only condition for
18 subjects. Error bars are s.e.m across subjects. Negative

speeds refer to receding targets and positive speeds to loom-
ing targets, relative to scene motion. The horizontal line
indicates chance performance (25% correct).
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subjects had to monitor all nine objects, although their

decision was a four-alternative forced-choice task.

In separate conditions, the stimulus was presented only

visually or with either a co-localized or a non-co-localized

(central) auditory cue. The auditory cue was a pure tone of

frequency 300 Hz that in 75 per cent of trials (auditory-

moving trials) was simulated (via a change in amplitude) to

move within the scene in the same direction as the target

(forward or backward), and in the remaining 25 per cent

of trials was presented at constant amplitude throughout

the trial (auditory-static trials). The change in amplitude

was modelled as a sound source at an initial distance of

4.1 m (69 dB SPL), moving towards or away from the obser-

ver at 3.5 m s21 (resulting in a change of approximately

10 dB SPL; figure 1c). Sound attenuation as a function of

distance was approximated for the testing room by measuring

sound levels at various distances from a constant sound

source. A least-squares fit was applied to determine the

relationship of sound amplitude to distance. In both the

static and moving (whether approaching or receding) audi-

tory conditions, the auditory cue started at the same

amplitude so that the initial volume did not indicate whether

the auditory cue would move, nor in what direction. In all

auditory conditions, the auditory stimulus was enveloped

with 30 ms ramps to avoid clicks owing to a sharp onset or

offset. Participants were screened to ensure they could

discriminate the direction of the auditory motion.

In the non-co-localized auditory condition, the auditory

cue appeared to arise directly in front of the observer (it

was presented with equal amplitude to both ears). In the

co-localized auditory condition, the interaural intensity

difference (IID) was adjusted to match the horizontal eccen-

tricity of the target object. For both the non-co-localized and

co-localized auditory cues, we used auditory-moving and

auditory-static conditions to distinguish effects owing to

localizing the target, effects owing to congruent auditory

motion, and effects that require both spatially co-localized

and congruent-motion auditory cues.
3. RESULTS
(a) Detection of object movement during

self-motion

Figure 2 shows the results from all 18 subjects on

the visual-only condition. As expected, performance
Proc. R. Soc. B
depended on the speed of the target object, with faster

speeds (6 and 8 cm s–1) being detected above 80 per

cent correct. Performance was above chance (chance ¼

25%) for all speeds. Approaching objects (those moving

towards the observer within the simulated environment)

were easier to detect than receding ones, as demonstrated

by the increased performance for positive speeds relative

to negative speeds: a two-way ANOVA showed significant

effects of target speed (F3,152 ¼ 143.5, p , 0.001) and

direction (F1,152 ¼ 47.5, p , 0.001).

(b) How is object motion detected?

Object motion detection in the visual search task may be

accomplished by flow parsing (as suggested by Rushton

and colleagues [7–9]), in which self-motion is estimated

from background optic flow and parsed out from the

scene. Alternatively, to resolve this task, participants

may use the object’s motion relative to the observer

(i.e. retinal motion)—for example, detecting an object

with a high perceived speed, or an object that appears

nearly stationary among moving objects (as in [42]). To

determine which of these mechanisms was most probably

used in our experiment, 10 participants performed an

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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Figure 3. Performance accuracy on the visual-only condition

for observer speeds of 3 cm s21 (black circles) and 5 cm s21

(white circles). Data from the 10 subjects who participated
in both conditions are shown. Arrows indicate the speeds at
which an object would appear stationary on the screen

(observer velocity equal to target object velocity). Error
bars are s.e.m. across subjects.
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additional visual-only condition in which the speed of the

simulated observer motion was increased to 5 cm s–1. If

observers used relative motion cues, this should have

resulted in worse performance for the 26 cm s–1 target

speed (where the target’s retinal speed decreased with

the faster observer motion), and better performance for

objects with positive (2, 4, 6 cm s–1) velocities (in which

the retinal speed increased with the faster observer

motion). If, on the other hand, subjects used a flow-

parsing mechanism, performance levels should have

been independent of the self-motion speed (which is

parsed out), as long as self-motion was easily detected,

as was the case in both observer speed conditions

(3 and 5 cm s–1).

Figure 3 shows the results for an observer speed of

5 cm s–1 compared with results from the same 10 subjects

when the observer speed was 3 cm s–1. A two-way

ANOVA showed a significant effect of target speed

(F5,113 ¼ 84.4, p , 0.001), thus reproducing the result

of the main visual-only experiment, but no effect of

observer speed (F1,113 ¼ 0.12, p . 0.7). We further

tested the two predictions of the retinal motion hypothesis

separately: (1) a decrease in performance at 26 cm s–1

owing to lower retinal speed at the higher observer

speed, and (2) an increase in performance for positive

object speeds owing to the increase in retinal speed at

the higher observer speed. A t-test considering only data

from the 26 cm s–1 object speed (prediction 1) showed

no difference with changes in observer motion

(t9 ¼ 20.11, p ¼ 0.91), and a two-way ANOVA restricted

to positive target speeds (prediction 2) similarly showed

no significant effect of observer speed (F1,56 ¼ 0.13,

p . 0.7). Furthermore, a two-one-sided t-test [43,44]

for equivalence showed that performance for the two

observer speed conditions across subjects and object

speed was statistically equivalent at p , 0.05 within a

tolerance of 2.5 per cent. Since a change of 2 cm s–1

caused on average a 21 per cent change in performance

when applied to the object speed, equivalent performance

within a 2.5 per cent tolerance when the 2 cm s–1 speed

difference was applied to the observer speed indicates
Proc. R. Soc. B
that the difference in retinal motion speeds cannot account

for performance on the visual task. Taken together, these

results suggest it was unlikely that observers solved the

task by using only retinal motion cues.

(c) Do auditory cues facilitate detection of object

movement during self-motion?

To determine whether auditory motion cues can facilitate

the detection of object movement, we considered two

conditions in which a moving auditory cue was presented

with motion direction congruent to that of the visual

target. First, we tested whether the detection of object

movement during self-motion is facilitated by the presen-

tation of a synchronous, but spatially non-co-localized,

auditory cue (perceptually located at the centre of the dis-

play). Second, we tested whether facilitation depends on

the spatial co-localization of the visual and auditory

motions (with an IID matching the horizontal eccentricity

of the visual target). In both cases (non-co-localized and

co-localized), performance was compared with that of

static auditory cues.

(i) Non-co-localized auditory stimulus

Figure 4 shows the performance of 10 subjects on

the moving object detection task in the presence of a

non-co-localized auditory cue (localized to the centre of

the screen). A two-way ANOVA showed a small, non-

significant increase in performance (3.2% mean improve-

ment) for auditory-moving trials (F1,144 ¼ 3.39, p ¼ 0.06)

as compared to auditory-static trials. There was a

significant main effect of target speed (F7,144 ¼ 81.9,

p , 0.001), but no significant interaction between audi-

tory condition (static versus moving) and target speed

(F7,144 ¼ 0.64, p . 0.7). These results suggest that the

presentation of a synchronous auditory cue that is not

spatially co-localized with the target produced only a

very modest improvement in the detection of a moving

object.

An analysis of reaction times in trials with correct

responses showed that both auditory-static and audi-

tory-moving trials resulted in faster response times than

the visual-only condition in the same subjects, by 43

(F1,57 ¼ 10.12, p ¼ 0.002) and 41 ms (F1,57 ¼ 26.59,

p , 0.001), respectively. However, there was no

significant difference between the auditory-static and

auditory-motion conditions (F1,59 ¼ 0.14, p . 0.7).

Therefore, the use of a non-co-localized auditory

motion cue contributed neither a statistically significant

increase in performance nor decrease in response time.

(ii) Co-localized auditory stimulus

To test the effect of spatial co-localization on auditory

facilitation in our task, 10 participants performed a ver-

sion of the task in which the IID of the auditory cue

was adjusted to match the horizontal eccentricity of the

visual target. To ensure that changes in performance

were not due to the spatial localization information pro-

vided by the localized auditory cue, performance

between auditory-static and auditory-moving conditions

was compared (see figure 4b; note that in both cases

sounds were co-localized with the visual target). Overall,

performance accuracy increased by 7.9 per cent in

the presence of a moving co-localized auditory cue

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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Figure 4. Performance accuracy with (a) a non-co-localized auditory cue and (b) a spatially co-localized auditory cue, each

comparing moving auditory (black circles) with static auditory (white circles) conditions. Error bars are s.e.m. across subjects.
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compared with the static co-localized cue. A two-way

ANOVA showed significant main effects of target

speed (F7,144 ¼ 42.04, p , 0.001) and auditory motion

(F1,144 ¼ 15.52, p , 0.001), and no significant inter-

action between them (F7,144 ¼ 0.35, p . 0.9). Thus, in

contrast with non-co-localized auditory cues (where the

improvement conferred by congruent motion was small

and non-significant), with spatially co-localized auditory

cues there was a significant improvement in visual

performance.

We again analysed reaction times in correct trials and

found that response times decreased from 930 ms in

the visual-only condition to 827 ms in auditory-static

trials, and decreased further to 775 ms in auditory-

moving trials. Neither the difference from visual-only to

auditory-static (F1,61 ¼ 3.22, p ¼ 0.07) nor from audi-

tory-static to auditory-moving (F1,63 ¼ 2.33, p ¼ 0.13)

reached statistical significance in our sample, although

the difference between visual-only and auditory-moving

was significant (F1,61 ¼ 20.10, p , 0.001). Therefore,

the accuracy differences owing to auditory motion

observed in the main analyses cannot be attributed to

speed–accuracy trade-offs.

We replicated the co-localized auditory stimulus

experiment with a spectrally richer auditory stimulus

(broadband noise filtered between 200 Hz and 12 kHz),

in which auditory localization information was conveyed

via both interaural level differences and interaural time

differences. Although the localization information was

increased in this condition, resulting in a higher baseline

performance, there was still a remarkable improvement

in performance for a congruently moving auditory cue

compared with a static cue (electronic supplementary

material). Thus, whereas better auditory stimulus localiz-

ation may result in a global effect of cross-modal

facilitation, our initial findings indicate that even a rela-

tively coarse auditory motion cue is enough to provide a

significant extra benefit to the detection of moving objects

during observer motion.
(iii) Auditory localization

Since the baseline and experimental conditions in these

experiments both contained an auditory stimulus pre-

sented from the same location, it is unlikely that the
Proc. R. Soc. B
cross-modal benefit reported was due to a spatial-cueing

effect of the sound. Nonetheless, to ensure that the

increased performance in the auditory-moving trials was

not due to increased localization information provided

by the moving auditory cues, we constructed an auditory

localization control test. Three subjects who participated

in the main experiments were presented with an

approaching, receding or static auditory cue (identical

to those used in the co-localized auditory cue experiment)

localized to one of nine locations in front of the observer,

evenly spaced in 2.58 increments and with no elevation.

After the sound was played, nine vertical bars matching

the possible sound source locations were shown on the

screen, and observers were asked to report which one cor-

responded to the sound origin. We measured the

distribution of errors for each sound condition (electronic

supplementary material, figure S2a). The mean absolute

errors were 3.04, 3.06 and 3.048 for receding, static and

approaching auditory stimuli, respectively. A Levene test

of variance showed that there were no significant differ-

ences in the distributions of errors for the three cue

types for these subjects (F2,1733 ¼ 0.06, p ¼ 0.94). The

improved performance in the auditory-moving condition

cannot, therefore, be attributed to an improved ability

to localize the sound source in these trials. A similar pat-

tern arose with the auditory stimuli containing richer

localization cues (electronic supplementary material,

data and figure S2b).
(iv) Correlation with visual performance

The strength of multisensory integration has been found

to vary as a function of the accuracy within each modality

[45,46]. We were interested in determining whether this

auditory-based enhancement in visual motion was more

effective in observers that performed poorly on the

visual task. To test this, we performed a one-tailed

Pearson correlation test for a negative correlation between

the gain owing to the moving auditory cue (auditory-

moving relative to auditory-static performance) and

performance on the visual-only task. Note that

correlations were made relative to performance on the

visual-only condition, so that regression to the mean

would not artificially contribute to a correlation (e.g. a

noisy auditory-static data point might cause a noisy measure

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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of auditory improvement, but this would not be correlated

with variations in visual-only performance). In the non-co-

localized condition, where cross-modal benefit was very

modest and not statistically significant, there was no signifi-

cant relationship between baseline visual performance and

cross-modal gain with moving auditory cues (R2¼ 20.09,

p¼ 0.2, with R2 sign assigned based on the r-value, and

indicating a negative correlation). In contrast, with co-loca-

lized auditory cues, the correlation was considerably

stronger and statistically significant (R2¼ 20.37, p¼

0.04). The significant negative correlation shows that sub-

jects who performed worse on the visual task benefited

more from the auditory cue.
4. DISCUSSION
This study addressed cross-modal enhancement in the

detection of visual object motion during simulated obser-

ver motion. Participants were asked to make a visual

discrimination to identify a moving target sphere amid

a dynamic scene simulating an observer translating

forward. We first showed that the pattern of visual

search results was independent of observer speed,

indicating that subjects did not resort to performing the

task on the basis of object motion relative to the

observer. This result is consistent with the hypothesis

that scene-relative object motion during simulated

forward self-motion is detected by flow parsing [7–9],

in which observer self-motion is estimated and subtracted

from the flow field.

Yet the main finding to emerge from the present

study is that the presence of a moving auditory cue facili-

tates parsing out relative object motion from optic

flow. Figure 5 summarizes performance across five

auditory conditions (visual-only, static and moving non-

co-localized auditory cues, and static and moving

co-localized auditory cues). The cross-modal improve-

ment was not due to the mere presence of a sound,

given that accessory static sounds did not result in

any advantage, as compared with visual-only displays

(static, non-co-localized auditory condition: t26 ¼ 0.18,

p ¼ 0.85; static, localized auditory condition: t26 ¼ 0.67,

p ¼ 0.5). Additionally, the spatial localization provided
Proc. R. Soc. B
by the auditory cue did not directly improve subject per-

formance: an ANOVA combining the non-co-localized

and co-localized conditions showed a significant effect

of auditory motion (F1,288 ¼ 17.8, p , 0.001), and a

significant interaction between auditory motion and

co-localization (F1,288 ¼ 3.7, p ¼ 0.05), but no effect of

co-localization alone (F1,288 ¼ 0.55, p . 0.4). Thus, in

our task, simply adding a temporally synchronous, static

auditory stimulus did not improve subject performance

by either alerting to the stimulus onset (e.g. as in [36]),

or by directing the observer’s attention to the region of

the visual stimulus containing the target object.

However, for moving auditory cues, spatial coinci-

dence between sound and visual object proved critical,

given that congruently moving sounds significantly

enhanced object motion detection only if spatially co-

localized. Interestingly, the cross-modal gain seen for

co-localized, moving auditory cues was negatively corre-

lated with individual performance levels, such that

participants who performed worse visually benefited

more from auditory motion. This trend suggests the

possibility that auditory cues may be especially useful to

observers with weak visual abilities, and thus could be

useful in the rehabilitation of visual deficits. This finding

agrees well with previous indications that visuo-spatial

deficits can be ameliorated by using co-localized acces-

sory acoustic cues [13,47]. It also supports the idea that

the gain of multisensory integration depends on prior pre-

cision levels in unisensory performance [45,46].

Our results therefore suggest that visual–auditory

motion integration is more effective when both cues are

presented in spatially commensurate locations within

the stimulus, as has been suggested as a condition for

visual–auditory motion binding [14,18]. Spatially depen-

dent cross-modal enhancement has frequently been

reported in the literature [48,49], often linked to the

spatial rule of cross-modal integration derived from

single-cell studies in the superior colliculus of several

animal species (e.g. [50]). Yet some important exceptions

to this rule have been reported recently (e.g. [51]).

Indeed, the strong effect of auditory co-localization in

our data is interesting, given recent reports of cross-

modal improvement in visual search tasks that were

obtained with spatially non-informative sounds [36].

This difference between results is, however, difficult to

interpret at present, given that these previous studies

did not include an auditory co-localized condition to

compare with. An interesting speculation, however, is

that in contrast with previous studies of cross-modal

enhancement in visual search, the participants’ task in

our study was strongly spatial, and thus more likely to

benefit from accurate information about spatial relations.

A potential mechanism underlying this spatial selectiv-

ity is that the co-localized auditory cue reduced the search

space by directing the observer to the approximate

location of the visual target. This could help reduce

effective set size, and thus perceptual load, allowing

audio-visual integration to be more effective. This

explanation is indirectly supported by previous findings

indicating that cross-modal integration under high-

perceptual-load conditions is mediated by a serial,

attentive process [38,39,52], and therefore should be more

effective in conditions where there are fewer possible

auditory–visual associations. Audio-visual coincidence
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selection can be enabled in a variety of ways, such as using

sparse visual displays (as in many multi-sensory enhance-

ment experiments), or by the saliency and temporal

informativeness of the accessory acoustic cue [36]. We

hypothesize that the co-localized cues enable efficient

audio-visual motion integration since they constrain the

search space so that audio-visual motion integration

becomes more effective.

The results presented here suggest that parsing object

motion from the perceived optic flow induced by observer

self-motion can be enhanced by the presentation of a

spatially co-localized auditory cue of congruent motion.

The use of auditory information in flow parsing suggests

that flow parsing can be seen as a multisensory process,

or at least it is able to operate on multisensory motion

representations. A recent magneto-encephalography

study of dynamic connectivity among cortical areas

involved in the visual-only and auditory-motion versions

of this task [53] found that the middle prefrontal cortex

(MPFC) strongly and selectively modulates the middle

temporal area (MTþ) in the visual-only condition,

while in the auditory–visual condition MPFC provides

feedback to the superior temporal polysensory area

(STP), to which both the auditory cortex and MTþ
are functionally connected. These results suggest that in

these two tasks the prefrontal cortex allocates attention

to the ‘target’ as whole, and that the target’s represen-

tation shifts from MTþ for a moving visual object when

no auditory information was presented, to STP for a

moving visual–auditory object. Taken together with the

results we have presented here, we suggest that flow par-

sing, previously thought of as a purely visual process, may

use multisensory object representations when detecting a

moving object during observer self-motion, demonstrat-

ing that the integration of motion information across

sensory modalities contributes to ecological perception

that occurs at early stages of processing.
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